AQIP Dev Ed Tracking

Minutes from October 10, 2006, Room ICB 2705

Attendees: Tom Clemens, Lydia Cochran, Lisa Cole, Julie Fraser, Gayle Johnson, Nancy Logsdon, Rob Mawyer, Anita Moore, Joan Newgren, Kathleen Riepe, Dana Rosenberg, Steve Rummel, Deb Wentzel
Absent: Teal Kaufman, Jami Spencer, Jennifer Swartout
Guests: Allan Saaf, Paul Folger

Steve brought the meeting to order at 3:00 p.m. The minutes from September 12, 2006 were reviewed. A motion to approve was made by Tom Clemens and 2nd by Kathleen Riepe. The motion was passed and carried.

Steve turned the discussion regarding the Star Charts to, “Where do we go from here?” Tom Clemens inquired about how a star could be used for showing how many times a student repeats a course. The arms could represent the different number of times a student takes a course. Also discussed was the concept of one star per program – and desirable program outcomes were discussed.

1) Students progress to next class in program
2) Students complete subject program
3) Graduate completes college level course successfully
4) Unsuccessful student re-enroll
5) Improved attitude toward subject/program

Undesirable outcomes were also discussed:
1) Drop Out of college/class
2) Drop out of program
3) Fail and don’t re-enroll
4) Decay or no improvement in attitude toward subject/program
5) Pass but fail at college level course

Homework for next time: Think more about desirable and undesirable Dev/Ed program outcomes. Next meeting scheduled for October 24, 2006.

A motion was made to adjourn the meeting by Rob Mawyer. The motion was 2nd by Tom Clemens. The meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m.

NOTE: Meeting for September 26, 2006 was cancelled.